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Introduction

Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (EDS) is an inherited disorder of
connective tissues and comprises a wide range of clinical
conditions involving skin, joints, and vessels. EDS manifests
as joint hypermobility, skin hyperextensibility, and vascular
fragility.1,2 EDS is phenotypically heterogeneous and a variety
ofother associated clinical features havebeen reported, includ-

ing severe periodontitis, multiple congenital contractures,
ocular malformations, kyphoscoliosis, and arterial and intesti-
nal ruptures.3–7

Inheritance pattern in EDS is both an autosomal recessive as
well as an autosomal dominant. The disorder is genetically
heterogeneous and at least six autosomal dominant and seven
autosomal recessive forms of the EDS have been identified and,
except in one case, the corresponding genes have been
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Abstract Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (EDS) is a group of clinically and genetically heterogeneous
disorder of soft connective tissues. The hallmark clinical features of the EDS are hyper-
extensible skin, hypermobile joints, and fragile vessels. It exhibits associated symptoms
including contractures of muscles, kyphoscoliosis, spondylodysplasia, dermatosparaxis,
periodontitis, and arthrochalasia. The aim of this study is to determine the exact subtype of
EDS by molecular genetic testing in a family segregating EDS in an autosomal recessive
manner. Herein, we describe a family with two individuals afflicted with EDS. Whole exome
sequencing identified a homozygousmissensemutation (c.2050G>A; p.Glu684Lys) in the
COL1A1gene in both affected individuals, althoughheterozygous variants in the COL1A1 are
knowntocauseEDS.Recently, onlyone report showedhomozygousvariant as anunderlying
cause of the EDS in two Saudi families. This is the second report of a homozygous variant in
the COL1A1 gene in a family of Saudi origin. Heterozygous carriers of COL1A1 variant are
asymptomatic. Interestingly, the homozygous variant identified previously and the one
identified in this study are same (c.2050G>A). The identification of a unique homozygous
mutation (c.2050G>A) in three Saudi families argues in favor of a founder effect.
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discovered. Theautosomaldominant formof theEDShavebeen
shown to result frommutations in the genes COL1A1, COL1A2,
COL3A1,COL5A1,COL5A2,COL12A1,C1R, andC1S.5,8–14Whereas
mutations in B4GALT7, B3GALT6, SLC39A13, ADAMTS2, TNXB,
PLOD1, FKBP14 ZNF469, PRDM5 CHST14, DSE, and AEBP1 genes
have been shown to cause autosomal recessive form of the
EDS.15–24 Recently, Alazami et al have shown that homozygous
mutation in the COL1A1 gene can also lead to an autosomal
recessive form of EDS.23 Although, mutations in 19 different
genes have been identified as an underlying cause of the 12
different EDS types, much remains to be determined clinically
andmolecularlyaboutEDSphenotypeandEDSlikespectrum.25

Here, we presented a five generations consanguineous
Saudi family with suspected symptoms of EDS. Considering
the huge genetic heterogeneity, whole exome sequencing
strategy was undertaken. Genetic data analysis identified a
homozygous mutation in the COL1A1 as an underlying cause
of EDS in the family.

Materials and Methods

Ethical Approval and Sample Collection/Pedigree
Information
Ethical approval to commencetheworkwasobtained fromthe
ethical review committee of Taibah University Almadinah
Almunawarah, Kingdomof Saudi Arabia. A 5-generation Saudi
consanguineous family with two affected individuals was
referred to the Center for Genetics and Inherited Diseases
(CGID) from Madinah Maternity and Children Hospital
(MMCH) by a pediatric consultant for detailed molecular
investigation. Informed written consents were taken from all
the members of the family; parents gave consents in case of
children. Family history of the disease was enquired from the
parents, andapedigreewasdrawnbaseduponthe information
taken from elders of the family (►Fig. 1A).

Clinical Evaluation
A complete clinical checkup of the affected members was
conducted at MMCH by a pediatric consultant. Skin and

musculoskeletal system was evaluated. A Beighton score
was used to assess the joint hypermobility. Full blood count
and echocardiography were performed.

DNA Extraction
Approximately 5mL peripheral blood sample was collected
from affected as well as unaffected members of the family in
EDTA blood vacutainers. Genomic DNA from these blood
samples were extracted using QIAquick DNA extraction kit.
Nanodrop spectrophotometer and gel electrophoresis were
used to evaluate the quality and integrity of the extracted
DNA, respectively.

Whole Genome Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
(SNP) Genotyping
Whole genome SNP genotyping array was performed using
Illumina iScan platform and HumanOmni 2.5M bead chip,
genotyping 2.5 million SNPs. Approximately 200ng genomic
DNA of two affected and two unaffectedmembers were taken
for genotyping as per protocol described elsewhere.26,27 Illu-
mina genome studio and homozygosity mapper28,29 were
employed to detect common regions sharing homozygosity
amongst the affected members.

Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)
In an attempt to identify the underlying genetic variant
causing EDS, entire coding region (whole exome) was
sequencedusingNextera rapid captureexomekit and Illumina
NextSeq500machine.A totalof70ngof thegenomicDNA from
both the affected members were used as a starting material,
while library preparation and exome enrichment were done
using Nextera rapid capture exomekit. Detailed protocol used
for WES was the same as described elsewhere.30

Candidate Gene Validation by Sanger Sequencing
Genetic analyzer ABI3500 was used to validate the genetic
variant discovered by WES. Primer 331 software was used to
design the primers from the flanking regions of the candidate
variants. Detailed protocol that was used for Sanger validation

Fig. 1 (A) Pedigree of the family investigated in the present study showing autosomal recessive inheritance pattern. Double lines indicate
consanguineous marriages. Filled symbols represent affected individuals. (B, C) Partial sequence of the exon 31 of the COL1A1 gene obtained by
Sanger sequencing. Upper panel (B) shows chromatogram of the carrier and lower panel (C) shows chromatogram of the affected individuals of
the family. Red arrow indicates the position of the mutation.
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was the same as described elsewhere.32,33 The sequenced
variants were identified using BIOEDIT sequence alignment
editor version 6.0.7 (Ibis bioSciences Inc.; CA, USA).

Results

Clinical Evaluation Determined the EDS Features
The family was clinically evaluated by a consultant atMMCH.
Affected members of the family manifested typical symp-
toms of the EDS type 1, including skin loosening (hyper-
extensivity of the skin), tissue fragility, and bruised skinwith
variable degree of expression amongst the two members.
Unaffected members of the family including normal siblings
and parents did not show any of these disease symptoms.
A Beighton score of 5 was obtained, indicating a generalized
joint hypermobility. Full blood count was normal and clot-
ting disorders were excluded.

Homozygosity Mapping Identified a Loss of
Heterozygosity (LOH) Region on Chromosome17q21.33
A common region of homozygosity shared by both the
affected members of the family was identified by whole
genome SNP genotyping arraywith the help of 2.5M Illumina
iScan platform. Healthy members of the family did not share
this homozygosity region. The shard homozygous region is of
4Mb on chromosome 17q21.33.

WES Analysis Identified a Homozygous Variant in
COL1A1 Gene
An average coverage (covering 214405 exons and splice sites)
of 98.3% was obtained from exome sequencing. Different
suitable filter options were employed to analyze WES data
generated by Illumina NextSeq500 platform. The shared
homozygous region identified by genome-wide SNP geno-
typing array was primarily targeted due to its disease rele-
vance, in order to identify underlying gene of interest. A
missensehomozygous variant (c.2050G>A) in the exon 31 of
the COL1A1 gene was identified. The gene COL1A1 is present
in the shared homozygous region. Besides targeting this
shared homozygous region, different filter options like path-
ogenicity, allele frequency, genomic position, nonsynony-
mous variants, protein effect, etc., were used to further filter
the entire 90,000 genetic variants. However, we failed to
detect any other notable, relevant genetic variants responsi-
ble for the EDS phenotype. Therefore, a missense variant
(c.2050G>A; p.Glu684Lys) in exon 31 of the COL1A1 gene
was considered as the genetic defect underlying EDS pheno-
type in the family.

Sanger Sequencing Validate the Variant and
Segregation Analysis
The variant present in the exon 31 of the COL1A1 gene was
validated by Sanger sequencing approach. Data analysis
validated the presence of the variant (c.2050G>A) and
its complete segregation within the family. Variant (c.2050G
>A) was found in homozygous state in the DNA of affected
individuals, while unaffected members of the family were
either heterozygous or wild type (►Fig. 1B).

Discussion

Heterozygousmutations in type 1 collagen gene, COL1A1 and
COL1A2, are frequently known to cause osteogenesis imper-
fecta.34–36 Osteogenesis imperfecta type 1 can be confused
with EDS syndrome, however, a detailed physical examina-
tion along with combination of clinical features can help
distinguish the two.37

Patients with inherited connective tissue disorders present
with diverse clinical features, and differential diagnosis is
challenging.23 In such cases, clinical distinction is not always
straightforward for thephysician.Wepresented a Saudi family
with two members afflicted with connective tissue disorders.
Complete clinical evaluation diagnosed the individuals with a
classic type of Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (cEDS). Patients dem-
onstrated skin fragility as a bruising and poor wound healing.
Surgical scars were evident on legs. Interviewing elders
revealed presence of individuals with similar clinical features
in another loop of the family. Family pedigree was found
consistent with an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern.

cEDS with typical disease symptoms included exceptional
high skin extensibility and fragility, hypermobility of joints,
atrophic scared and bruised skin. Molecular investigations led
to the identification of a homozygous missense variant
(c.2050G>A) in the COL1A1 gene. This is the second report
of a homozygous variant in the COL1A1 in EDS patients. The
clinical features including respiratory distress at birth, severe
hypotonia with muscle wasting, head lag, and absent reflexes,
reported earlier in a family with same homozygous mutation
(c.2050G>A) in COL1A1 have not been observed in our cases.
This report provides further evidence that COL1A1 homozy-
gous variants may cause EDS like phenotype, and the variant
identified in this study is a founder in Saudi population.
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